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NEW QUESTION: 1
You use Query Store to optimize a query in a database.
The query has two execution plans:
* Plan 2 is shown in the Plan 2 Execution Plan exhibit.

* Plan 10 is shown in the Plan 10 Execution Plan exhibit.
You create an index at 22:24 based on the missing index
suggestion in Plan 2.
The average duration statistics for the query is shown in the
Tracked Queries exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) You need
to analyze the operators in the two execution plans.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Plan 2 Execution Plan
Plan 10 Execution Plan
Tracked Queries
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
During an Oracle Procurement Cloud implementation, you are
going to implement
Purchasing and Self Services Procurement. Identify the
configuration step that will ensure that the tasks related to
the other Procurement Cloud products like Supplier Portal Cloud
are not available in Functional Setup Manager (FSM) during
configuration.
A. Enable "Procurement" pillar and do not assign the tasks to
the implementation consultants in FSM.
B. Enable only "Purchasing" and "Self Service Procurement"
during Configure Offering.
C. Enable all modules during Configure Offerings anddisable the
tasks related to unrelated modules in FSM.
D. Enable tasks related to Supplier Model during Configure
Offering.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Provisioning Offerings
The Provisioned column on the Configure Offerings page shows
whether or not an offering is provisioned. While you are not
prevented from configuring offerings that have not been
provisioned, ultimately the users are not able to perform the
tasks needed to enter setup data for those offerings until
appropriate enterprise applications (Java EE applications) are
provisioned and their location (end point URLs) is registered.
References:https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel8/procurementcs_g
s/FASUP/F1175419AN1
03FD.htm
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